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Selected Solo Exhibition Catalogues/Monographs
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Selected Group Exhibition Catalogues/General Publications


Cross, Caroline, Qu’est-ce que La Sculpture Aujourd’hui? Beaux Arts. Editions.


Richer, Francesca and Matthew Rosenzweig, ed. No. 1: First Works by 362 Artists. New York: DAP.


2002 Art for the World ArtCité, Quand Montréal devient Musée. Musée d'Art Contemporain de Montréal.

Artecinema. 5th International Film Festival on Contemorary Art, Napoli: Teatro Sannazaro.

Vision. 50 years British creativity. Thames & Hudson. Texts by David Sylvester, David Hockney, Melvyn Bragg, Michael Crig- Martin, Nicholas Serota.
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Cattedrali d’Arte, Dan Falvin per Santa Maria in Chiesa Rossa. Milano, Italy: Foundatione Prada.


Un siecle de sculpture anglaise. Paris: Jeu de Paume.

Contemporary British Art in Print. Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art and The Paragon Press.

1994 Drawing the Line against AIDS. 45th Venice Biennale, Peggy Guggenheim Collection, Venice, Italy.

British Sculpture from the Arts Council Collection. Arts Council of Great Britain. Text by James Roberts.

De Opening. Tilburg: De Pont Foundation.
Text by Gill Hedley.

Il Limite Delle Cose Nella Nuova Scultura Inglese, Milan: Studio Ogetto.
Texts by Enrico Pedrini and Emilio Stabilini

Heroes of Contemporary Art. Gstaad, Switzerland: Galerie Sapparsh. Text by Akim Monet
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Prospect ’86. Eine internationale Ausstellung aktueller Kunst, Frankfurt: Frankfurter Kunstverein.


1985
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Selected Articles and Reviews


Do not Politicize The Bean!, *Exhib Art*, March 14, 2018.


"One of the greatest sculptors warns America about the NRA," *SF Gate*, March 12, 2018.


Ellis-Petersen, Hannah. “Anish Kapoor says addition to artwork was ‘foisted’ on him by Boris Johnson,” The Guardian, April 26, 2016.
Wallace, Benjamin. “This Company Created the Blackest Black Ever Known—and Only One Artist Can Use It,” Vulture, April 21, 2016.

“Sculptor Sir Anish Kapoor on Art, Life and Immigration,” BBC, April 9, 2015.

“Kapoor piece to grace Dallas Cowboys’ stadium,” Huston Chronicle, October 18, 2013.
“Anish Kapoor’s ‘Sky Mirror’ Finds a Home with the Dallas Cowboys,” Arts Observed, October 12, 2013.
“See the stunning new Sky Mirror sculpture at Cowboy’s AT&T Stadium,” The Dallas Morning News, 2013.
“Japan to Open ‘World’s First’ Inflatable Concert Hall Designed by Anish Kapoor and Arata Isozaki,” Art Daily, October 11, 2013.
“Anish Kapoor Opens his First Exhibition in Turkey at the Sakip Sabanci Museum,” Art daily, September 14, 2013.
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Baily, Martin. “Arts get for final Olympic hurdle,” The Art Newspaper,
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July/August 2012, p. 7.


2009 ArtAsiaPacific, Almanac 2009, p. 81.
“Books,” ArtAsiaPacific, Almanac 2009, p. 125
“Korea, South,” ArtAsiaPacific, Almanac 2009, p. 201.

"I Haven't Done Much at All," The Art Newspaper, May 2008, p. 48.


"Twelve Easy Ways to Tweak a Fall Look," The Denver Post, October 1, 2006, p. 3.
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Aiglon, Kelly. "Our Kind of Town," Panache, Fall 2006, p. 78.
House & Garden, April 2006, p. 111.

2005
Bishop, Claire. "But is it-Instillation Art?" Tate Etc, Spring 2005, p. 30-32, ill.

2004
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“Not Only the Shoulders are big” Art and Auction, May 2003.


Dannatt, Adrian. "Adrian Dannatt's choice of New York contemporary galleries," The Art Newspaper, No. 120, December 2001, p. 73.

Nordgren, Sune. "Interview," Baltic Newsletter, No. 5.
December 1999.
Forte, Lorraine. “Newest Art icon to reflect our world,” Chicago Sun-Times;
October 21,1999.
Patner, Andrew. “Artist considered to be among best sculptors,” Chicago Sun-
Times, October 21, 1999.
Thorncroft, Anthony. “An Artist at your workstation,” Financial Times, August 2,
Gayford, Martin. “Crimson tide hits Tyneside,” The Daily Telegraph – Atlantic,
Savage King, Chris. “The class acts of a classless art,” The Independent – Friday
Anthony Thorncroft. “An irreverent peek behind the installation,” Financial Times,
“It was them,” Art Monthly, No. 227, June 1999, p. 15-16.
Sewell, Brian. “Scandal of a man who can’t stop winning art's lottery,” Evening
Standard, May 18, p. 15.
Glover, Michael. “The Decline and fall of the watercolour,” The Independent, 11
May, 1999.
Walter, Natasha. “Wait till you see inside,” The Independent on Sunday, May 9,
1999, p. 3.
Bohm-Duchen, Monica. “Sally Heywood and Ingrid Kerma,” Modern Painters,
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1997
Gayford, Martin. “Poppet Green is alive and well,” The Spectator, April 10.
Burton, Jane. The Express, April 1.
Lister, David. “When the art world painted the city of dreams bright red,” The Independent, June 16, p. 20.

1996

1995
“Anish Kapoor alla Fondazione Prada,” *Flash Art*, No. 194, Milan, October/November, p. 56.
“Falling for hole truths,” *Hampstead & Highgate Express*, November 24.

1994
Melrod, George. “Reviews,” *Sculpture*, March/April, p.44.

1993
Beale, Nancy. "Triple play at the National Gallery," The Ottawa Citizen, June 20.
Dance, sound and sculpture," *Somerset Country Gazette*, Taunton, April 23.
"Plastiker Objektkünster," *Art*, no. 7, July, p. 44.
Wester Sussex Gazette, Arundel, January 21.
Nusbaum, Eliot. "From floating stones to hollow tubes," The Register, Des Moines, February.

1992
Jose Stals, Lebrero. "Anish Kapoor," Lapiz, Year 9, No. 77, April, p. 76-77, ill.
"Journey to Centre of a Void," Independent, January 8.
Clothier, Peter. "Metaphor or Metaphysics: Jackie Winsor and Anish Kapoor."
"Documenta IX images," Artefactum, Antwerp, September/November.
"San Diego, Kapoor at the MCA," Flash Art, Milan, October.
Bernardina, Marta Dalla. "Erotismo e trascendenza nella scultura di Anish Kapoor," Palazzo Ruini, Reggio Emilia, Italy, October/November/December, p. 4-5.
"Journey to the centre of a void," Independent, January 8.
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Gale, lain, and Alberge, Dalay. "Youth and Beauty?" The Independent, July 16.
"A Prize Turnabout," Daily Telegraph, July 16.
Borras, Maria Lluisa. "Anish Kapoor exhibe esculturas de origine cromatismo en el palacio Valezques," La Vanguardia, February 18, p.35.
"Hacia el esplendor," El Pais Magazine, February 17, p. 4-5.
"Vides et Pleins," Connaissance des Arts, January.
"Anish Kapoor at le Magasin," Flash Art, January/February.
Plimmer, Martin. "Serging for the art of the matter," The Standard, 6 November.
Bevan, Roger. "Controversy over the Turner Prize short-list," The Art Newspaper, No.12, November, p. 3.
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"Les Marchands," Le Nouvel Observateur/Artspectacles, 26 July-1 August, p. 72-73.
Nuridsany, Michel. "Biennale de Venise," Galeries, August/September, p. 104-107, 142, ill.
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Feaver, William. "View down the grant-aid road," The Observer, December 30.
Surrogaat/Surrogate: 15 Years of Galerie 't Venster, from Kiefer to Koons, Amstelveen: SDU Uitgeverij, 1990.
"What will become of our sensitive skin...," Artforum, Vol. 29, No. 1, September, p. 130-137.

1989 Szabat, A. M. "Sculptors on Paper' Serves as Letters of Introduction to most
Feaver, William. "Voices from the void," Observer, December 10, p. 44.
Arts Magazine, September, p.98
Synnyt Sources of Contemporary Art, Helsinki: Museum of Contemporary Art, 1989, ill.
Arts Magazine, October, p. 46.

1988
Lee, David. Arts Review, April 22.

1987

1986

1985
"Noli me Tangere' und 'Beruhren gestattet!',' Basellandschaftliche Zeitung, Liestal, Switzerland, October 9.
"Neues aus America und Indien," Der Bund, Bern, October 10.
"Anish Kapoor," *Arts Magazine*, March, p. 4
"Junge Plastiker bekennen Farbe," *Art*, No. 4, April, p. 20-41
